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The paper looked into the relation between knowledge management and sustainable development included the introduction for both of them, types of knowledge management and explain the tools of it such as best practice method to guarantee the sustainability of organization without waste time and lost money to repeated the wrong ways, Also mention in this study the benefits of knowledge management beside how to capture knowledge and documented it and reuse it for sustainable development. This study discuss the important of the tacit knowledge that embedded in human brain in different organizations in public sector, private sector and non government organization beside that mention in the study the appropriate tools should be used to build knowledge base which can be used in future in organizations, Actually the concept of knowledge management help the organization to do their tasks in efficiency ways. According to the above the paper concentrate to answer the question of how knowledge management support the sustainability in organizations from different perspectives through tools and techniques which produce stable organization and increase efficiency which that effect directly to development of organizations because the concept of knowledge management suggest solutions according to knowledge base in organization and depend on previous knowledge to issuing perfect decision.